NOTES:
1. SERVICE TEMPERATURE RANGE: -40°C TO 80°C
2. DESIGNED TO NEMA 1, 2, 4, 4X, 12, 13
3. MOUNTING BOSSES ACCEPT A M3X0.5 X 6mm SCREW WHEN USED WITH A .063 INCH THICK PCB. SCREWS ARE AVAILABLE FROM POLYCASE.
4. MOUNTING FLANGE KITS ARE AVAILABLE FROM POLYCASE.
5. UL LISTED TO UL508-4X SPECIFICATIONS (UL FILE #E194432).

WA-21B*16-PCB (REF. ONLY): PCB TEMPLATE FOR WA-21B*16

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [MM]
TOLERANCES: ANGULAR: ±2
TWO PLACE DECIMAL: ±.030
THREE PLACE DECIMAL: ±.015
PRINTED GRAPHICS: ±.010

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DRAWING IS THE SOLE PROPERTY OF POLYCASE. ANY REPRODUCTION IN PART OR AS A WHOLE WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF POLYCASE IS PROHIBITED.

CAD FILE: WA-21+16
NOTES:
1. PCB Bosses accept a M3x0.5 x 6mm screw when used with a .063 inch thick PCB. Screws are available from PolyCase.
2. Includes .031 clearance from interior of WA-21B*16.
**NOTES:**

1. **COLOR:** DARK GRAY